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VN’s economic 

conditions 

improving: WB

Vietnam’s 

economic 

conditions 

continued to 

improve, with both 

industrial 

production and 

retail sales 

registered a third 

month of growth, 

said World Bank in 

the December 

edition of its 

Vietnam Macro 

Monitoring. 
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PROPERTY MARKET TO BE STRONG IN 2022

Property market to be strong in 2022: analysts
Vnexpress
The property market is likely to make a strong recovery in 2022
amid economic rebound, according to analysts. "If economic
recovery programs are well implemented, GDP can grow by 6.5-7
percent. Economic development will help push up realty
demand".

Smart and sustainable cities to attract quality FDI
Vietnamplus
While sustainable smart cities are considered a solution to sustain
international business investments, for experts have advised local
cities and provinces to prioritise building them to attract FDI.
According to the Ministry of Planning and Investment, FDI
registered in Vietnam reached $26B as of Nov., up 0.1% y-o-y.

RoK real estate firm develops smart city in Hung Yen
Vietnamplus
Vice Chairman of Hung Yen People's Committee Nguyen Hung
Nam handed over a decision on establishing a clean industrial
park, and an cooperation agreement on smart city development
to the Korea Land and Housing Corporation of the Republic of
Korea in the framework of the Vietnam - Korea Business Forum.

.Co-living ventures spotting demand 
VIR
Co-living models are trying to push through in the Vietnamese market, as more people
struggle to achieve the dream of owning a private house of their own. Several real
estate developers have created modern co-living services in which people share spaces
with those of similar interests or jobs – and while this used to be common for students
and other young adults, the models are also becoming more suitable for older people.

Emerging real estate trends in the 'new normal' in Ho Chi Minh City
Tuoitrenews
After many quiet months, the real estate market in Ho Chi Minh City is on the upswing
and witnessing several new buyer trends as the year comes to a close. Vietnam’s
extended social distancing period dramatically impacted homebuyers’ habits and
priorities. While real estate remains an attractive investment channel, buyers are
becoming more cautious about their spending, allowing investors to lead the way.
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